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russia’s invasion of Ukraine has highlighted a 
russian foreign policy approach that integrates 

raw military strength with a myriad of soft power 
tools to pressure adversaries. A key element of rus-
sian soft power is the use of state-sponsored media 
to influence foreign audiences. russian propaganda, 
often masquerading as legitimate news, is dissemi-
nated through state-controlled media to confuse, 
obscure, and shift the debate about Putin and to 
legitimize russian aggression abroad.

russia has used propaganda to shape the battle-
field and public opinion in Western democracies. 
American policymakers and the public should be 
aware of the pernicious effects of russian propagan-
da and take steps to counter its impact.

Press Freedom Under Attack
In 2014, Freedom House’s Press Freedom Survey 

ranked russia “Not Free,” saying the media environ-
ment “is characterized by the use of a pliant judiciary 
to prosecute independent journalists, impunity for 
the physical harassment and murder of journalists, 
and continued state control or influence over almost 
all traditional media outlets.”1 reporters Without 
borders’ World Press Freedom Survey similarly doc-
umented russia’s assault on press freedom.2

In September, the russian Duma passed a law3 
restricting foreign ownership of media companies 
to 20 percent. the law effectively forces foreign 
owners to relinquish control over independent out-
lets, further consolidating the government’s con-
trol over the media. While most russians rely on 
television for their news,4 younger russians rely 
more on the Internet.5 In response, russia enact-
ed a “bloggers law,” which forces most bloggers to 
register with the government and imposes oner-
ous requirements on social media sites and search 
engines.6

Russian Media Abroad
Insulated from criticism in the russian press, 

Putin has faced condemnation abroad, especially 
over the invasions of Georgia and Ukraine. there-
fore, Putin has sought to export favorable cover-
age, obscure objective truths, and sap the resolve of 
Western publics to counter russian aggression. rus-
sia’s 2013 foreign policy concept clearly outlines the 
important role that russia’s leadership expects the 
media to play in foreign affairs:

russia will seek to ensure its objective perception 
in the world, develop its own effective means of 
information influence on public opinion abroad, 
strengthen the role of russian mass media in the 
international information environment provid-
ing them with essential state support, as well as 
actively participate in international information 
cooperation, and take necessary measures to 
counteract information threats to its sovereignty 
and security.7
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russian leadership disseminates propaganda 
abroad through state-sponsored media companies. rt, 
launched in 2005 as russia today, is a 24-hour eng-
lish-language television news station, which claims to 
reach 700 million people in more than 100 countries.8 
russian President Vladimir Putin stated that rt was 
created to “try to break the Anglo–Saxon monopoly 
on the global information streams.”9 rt opened rt 
America in 2010 and broadcasts in Arabic (rusiya 
Al-Yaum) and Spanish (rt en español). rIA Novosti 
and the Voice of russia10 were collapsed into rossiya 
Segodnya, a radio and wire service in 2013, to further 
consolidate control. While formally separate, rossiya 
Segodnya and rt are widely perceived as working 
with one another under the same editor in chief.

Putin is personally invested in the work of rt and 
rossiya Segodnya, vetoing the Finance Ministry’s 
efforts to reduce rt’s funding in 2012.11 In 2015, rt 

will receive $400 million in state funding, and ros-
siya Segodnya will receive $170 million—both signifi-
cant increases.12 Supplementing its news outlets, rus-
sia has also been known to pay people to flood Internet 
comment boards with pro-Putin propaganda.13

Impact of Russian Propaganda
russia hopes to use soft power to create discord 

in the transatlantic alliance. In France, “La russie 
d’Aujourd hui,” a pro-russia supplement, is pub-
lished monthly in Le Figaro.14 these sections are dif-
ficult to distinguish from the rest of the newspaper 
and put forth a particularly sanguine spin on rus-
sian foreign policy and leadership. In Germany, ros-
siya Segodnya plans a berlin office of 30 people,15 and 
rt will begin German broadcasts in 2015.16 While 
unfavorable views of russia are on the rise in the 
U.S. and europe,17 russian leaders are taking a long-
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term view of their soft power strategy, betting that it 
will eventually weaken and erode the transatlantic 
alliance. In the U.S., the russian media has not been 
silent, supplementing the rt America news channel 
with paid sections in American newspapers such as 
The Washington Post.18

In Ukraine, russia’s propaganda efforts sought 
to confuse facts on the ground, even offering out-
landish theories for how Malaysia Airlines flight 
MH17 fell from the sky. One London-based rt cor-
respondent quit over MH17 coverage, saying, “It 
was the most shockingly obvious misinformation 
and it got to the point where I couldn’t defend it 
anymore.”19 the U.S. State Department accused the 
russian government of having “repeatedly put out 
misinformation and propaganda throughout this 
conflict in Ukraine.”20 President barack Obama 
described russian justifications for its actions in 
Ukraine as “absurd.”21

NATO’s Front Line in the Crosshairs
While some coverage by russian news outlets 

seems ridiculous to many audiences, russian media 
has a disproportionate impact in nations with signif-
icant ethnic russian and russian-speaking popula-
tions, including NAtO’s front line members. In Lat-
via, more than one-fourth of the population is ethnic 
russian.22 First baltic channel, which rebroadcasts 
news from russian state-sponsored television, is 
the second most popular television station in Lat-
via.23 Other neighboring states also have large eth-
nic russian populations who rely on russian lan-

guage television and websites, such as reGNUM, 
for news. Stirring up local ethnic hostility and divi-
sion has been a key tactic of russia in its invasions of 
Ukraine and its continued machinations in Moldova. 
concern over russian propaganda has prompted 
Lithuania’s president to push for limits on russian 
television broadcasts.24

Countering Russian Propaganda
to blunt the impact of russia’s soft-power foreign 

media offensive, the U.S. should:

 n Forcefully condemn Russian disinformation. 
the U.S. should immediately and forcefully dis-
pute and rebut russian propaganda and disinfor-
mation with factual evidence.

 n Strengthen alliances. robust transatlantic 
relations between the U.S. and its european allies 
provide the best bulwark against russian efforts 
to use media to undermine Western resolve. Pri-
oritizing training exercises, continuing military 
exchange programs, and maintaining a robust 
U.S. presence in europe will help to keep the 
transatlantic link alive and strong.

 n Reinforce NATO. Information warfare under-
mining legitimate state structures and fomenting 
civil war is one of the greatest threats to NAtO 
as identified in the Wales Declaration.25 the new 
NAtO strategic concept should fully address the 
challenges of information warfare.
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 n Support NATO’s Strategic Communications 
Centre of Excellence (CCE). the cce in Latvia 
can help to counter russian propaganda abroad, 
especially in the nations most susceptible to 
its effects.

 n Increase U.S. countermeasures. the U.S. 
should increase the capabilities of agencies such 
as the broadcasting board of Governors, which 
supports a broadcast network including the Voice 
of America and radio Free europe/radio Liberty.

Conclusion
Disseminating propaganda and misinformation 

through media is a crucial component of russia’s inte-
gration of soft power and hard power tools, enabling 
russia to apply greater force against its adversaries. 
the U.S. should take robust steps to counter russian 
propaganda and to safeguard Western security and 
the transatlantic alliance.
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